
Fill in the gap with the correct:
• option
• adjective
• preposition (of a phrasal verb or not)
• form of the verb in brackets
• ...

1. “I travel to London _________ often”. Much / quiet / quite / many.

2. “He was annoyed because he _________ by his classmates” Was laughing at / Was 

being laughed at / Was being laughed of.

3. “By the time they reach Manchester tomorrow, they _________ (travel) for fourteen 

hours.”

4. “I haven't visited my cousins... “Since a long time / a long time / for a long time / 

since a long time ago.

5. “Social carers _________ people with special needs”. Look up / Look for / Look after / 

Look on

6. “By this time next year, I _________ (finish) my studies.”

7. “Hassan always dreamt _________ a better life in Europe.”

8. “Solidarity means people helping _________”. Each other / themselves / them / 

theirselves

9. “Scientists _________ precise data only for the last ten years”. Use / have been 

using / should be using / has used

10. “More than 1,000 death penalties have been carried _________ in the US.

11. “Many people do exercise everyday _________  _____ be fit and healthy”.

12. “Those trees (grow) _________ so high that they have blocked the view.”

13. “Someone (hit) _________ me as I came into the room.”

14. The Martians climbed _________ the UFO, closed the door and flew away.

15. “I will never forget (play) _________ video games when I was ten”

16. “They _________ (teach) medieval history by their teacher when they were at 

school.”

17. “Yesterday morning, someone broke _________ the pet shop and stole three 

lizards.”

18. Fill in the gap with a correct adjective: “The patient is too _________ to leave the 

hospital.”

19. “I'm tired; it's seven and I __________________ (work) in the garden since 

lunchtime”.

20. “I'll _________ you the money if you pay me back soon” (lend / borrow / rent / 

spend)

21. “He's looking forward to _________ (read) your letter”.



22. The plane suddenly ran out _________ fuel. (of / with / from / to).

23. “Nada's uncle did what he could to prevent her _________ getting married”. 

(of / for / from / to)

24. “George stopped ______________ (smoke) two years ago.”

25. Her speech made me ______________ (cry).

26. Let me finish the book. I want to find ______________ what happens in the end. 

for/up/out/in

27. They should ______________ (pay) before they left.


